Supplies:
Large White Construction Paper (Gingerbread person traced on it)
Brown Paint
Sponge
Black Adhesive Felt
Pipe Cleaner
Various Pieces of Holiday Colored Construction Paper
Various Colored Holiday Foam Pieces
Scissors
Glue Stick

Directions:
1. **Prior to class:** Cut out the gingerbread person.
   Next paint your gingerbread person brown using the sponge.
   Allow time for it to dry.
2. Next cut out two circles from the black adhesive felt for its eyes. Stick on your gingerbread person.
3. Use the pipe cleaner as its mouth attaching it with two of the holiday foam pieces on the sides.
4. Next have your child pick out three holiday foam pieces for the buttons.
5. Now you can use the various pieces of construction to make details on their arms and legs..like what frosting would look like. Glue those pieces down using a glue stick. (Refer to the picture for clarification.)